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Optical Measurement of Thermal
Conductivity Using Fiber Aligned
Frequency Domain
Thermoreflectance
Fiber aligned frequency domain thermoreflectance (FAFDTR) is a simple noncontact
optical technique for accurately measuring the thermal conductivity of thin films and bulk
samples for a wide range of materials, including electrically conducting samples.
FAFDTR is a single-sided measurement that requires minimal sample preparation and no
microfabrication. Like existing thermoreflectance techniques, a modulated pump laser
heats the sample surface, and a probe laser monitors the resultant thermal wave via the
temperature dependent reflectance of the surface. Via the use of inexpensive fiber coupled
diode lasers and common mode rejection, FAFDTR addresses three challenges of existing
optical methods: complexity in setup, uncertainty in pump-probe alignment, and noise in
the probe laser. FAFDTR was validated for thermal conductivities spanning three orders
of magnitude �0.1–100 W /m K�, and thin film thermal conductances greater than
10 W /m2 K. Uncertainties of 10–15% were typical, and were dominated by uncertainties
in the laser spot size. A parametric study of sensitivity for thin film samples shows that
high thermal conductivity contrast between film and substrate is essential for making
accurate measurements. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4003545�

Keywords: thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, thermometry, photothermal,
thermoreflectance, frequency domain
Introduction
Decades ago, thermal conductivity in solids was determined by
easuring the temperature gradient produced by steady heat flux

cross a one-dimensional geometry. Thin films and high conduc-
ance samples are challenging for these techniques due to small
bsolute temperature differences. Transient methods with excita-
ion time-scales similar to diffusion time-scales have been em-
loyed to generate sufficient thermal gradients �1,2�. This idea
as extended to periodic excitation, so that lock-in amplifiers

ould be used to resolve smaller signal to noise ratios �SNRs�
3–7�. Of these techniques, the 3-omega method �6� is most com-
on, but requires invasive and time consuming microfabrication

f electrical heating/sensing elements on the sample surface, ren-
ering scanning operations impossible and measurements of
ough or electrically conductive samples challenging. Noncontact
ll-optical methods use an intensity modulated pump laser to heat
he sample and a probe laser to measure the resultant thermal
ave via the temperature dependant optical properties of the

ample or surrounding medium. Although these optical techniques
vercome 3-omega’s shortcomings, they are typically exceedingly
omplex or are applicable to a limited range of materials. For
xample, time-domain thermoreflectance �TDTR� techniques
2,8–15� are highly accurate but require ultrafast laser pumping,
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sensitive pump-probe delay stages, and extensive postprocessing.
Likewise, detection by the mirage effect �3,4� requires liquid he-
lium environment for low temperature measurements, has reduced
accuracy for samples with low thermal diffusivity �16�, and is also
sensitive to pump-probe alignment.

In this paper, we present the fiber aligned frequency domain
thermoreflectance �FAFDTR�, an alternative pump-probe optical
technique that has enhanced simplicity without sacrificing predic-
tive accuracy over a wide range of materials and films. We herein
build on frequency domain thermoreflectance �FDTR� techniques
that use carefully aligned, low-noise, free space cw �17–21� or
pulsed �21� lasers and external modulation of the pump laser
beam, usually with an acousto-optic modulator or an electro-optic
modulator. FAFDTR utilizes instead inexpensive fiber coupled di-
ode lasers. These lasers can be directly modulated via their drive
current, eliminating the need for external modulators, and en-
abling perfect pump-probe alignment via a simple fiber coupler. A
common mode rejection scheme is introduced to maintain accu-
racy in spite of the inherently high noise levels associated with
diode lasers.

Fiber optics were earlier invoked to improve alignment in
TDTR �22� and more recently with diode lasers to measure the
thermal conductivity of an evaporated metal film coating the fiber
tip �23�. FAFDTR uses two fiber coupled diode lasers that are
merged into a single fiber and collimated into free space as per-
fectly aligned pump and probe beams. Absorption of the pump
beam on the sample creates a temperature wave in the material
that can be swept between 1D and 3D heating through varying the
modulation frequency. Temperature oscillations at the surface
cause its reflectance to change and therein periodically modulate

the reflected probe beam. Both the amplitude of the thermal re-
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ponse and the phase lag between the pump and the temperature
esponse depend on thermal conductivity, as previously demon-
trated �17–20�. In this work, we monitor phase lag because it is
ess sensitive than amplitude to intensity instabilities that plague
iode lasers.

Frequency dependent phase data from FAFDTR is fitted to a
onduction model using the sample’s thermal conductivity as the
one fitting parameter. The sample thermal conductivity is identi-
ed as the thermal conductivity providing the best match between
odel and experiment. Validation of FAFDTR is herein reported

or both bulk and thin film samples with thermal conductivities
panning three orders of magnitude. A detailed error analysis is
rovided.

Experimental Setup
The experimental setup for FAFDTR is shown in Fig. 1�a�. The

ump is a high powered ��1 W max� 660 nm fiber coupled diode
aser �Jenoptik�. Its power is periodically modulated using an ex-
ernal laser diode controller �ILX Lightwave� driven by a wave-
orm generator �National Instruments�. The probe beam is a low
owered ��5 mW max� 635 nm fiber coupled diode laser �Thor-
abs�, which emits a constant power beam. Both pump and probe
eams are coupled into multimode fibers at the sources, and then
erged into a single multimode fiber by a fused fiber coupler �OZ

ig. 1 Experimental setup and spot radius calibration. „a…
AFDTR uses fiber coupled diode lasers to produce pump
shown in red… and probe „shown in blue… beams of that are
ubsequently merged into a single fiber, leading to perfect
ump-probe alignment at the sample surface. The pump power

s periodically modulated „dashed line…, resulting in a periodic
emperature change of the sample surface. Due to the tempera-
ure dependant reflectivity of the sample, when the probe beam
s reflected, it too becomes modulated. The phase lag between
he periodic signals of the pump beam and reflected probe
eam varies with modulation frequency and is used to evaluate

he sample’s thermal conductivity. Details of the setup are ex-
lained in the text. „b… CCD images of the pump beam reflected
rom patterned samples were used to determine the spot radius
f our beam at the sample surface for 10�, 20�, and 50�

enses. Arrays of dots, with known dot-dot pitch „10 �m…, were
sed for calibration. „Color online only.…
ptics�. An in-line 635 nm bandpass filter is inserted between the
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probe laser and the fiber coupler to eliminate back reflection of the
pump beam into the probe laser diode. The pump and probe
beams exit into freespace through a collimator, as perfectly
aligned parallel beams with Gaussian intensity profiles.

Once in free space, a beam-splitter samples 1% of the com-
bined beams for presample noise measurement by photodiode
�PD� B �Thorlabs PDA36A�. The remaining 99% is directed
through a microscope objective lens to the sample surface. Objec-
tives of 10�, 20�, and 50� magnifications were used in the
current study. In order to identify the spot size, reference samples
patterned with regularly spaced grids were fabricated. The re-
flected image of the focused spot on the patterned surface is
shown in Fig. 1�b�.These images, taken by a CCD camera, were

fitted using the Gaussian intensity distributions ��r��e−�r2/rspot
2 �.

Our fits indicate that the spot radii are 56�3 �m, 26�1.3 �m,
and 9.6�0.5 �m for 10�, 20�, and 50� objectives, respec-
tively. The error represents the 95% confidence interval of the spot
radius, accounting for deviations that may result when focusing
onto unpatterned samples.

The focused pump beam imparts a periodic heat flux on the
sample surface that results in a periodic temperature change
within the sample. The phase and amplitude of temperature, rela-
tive to the heat flux, at the sample surface are related to the sam-
ple’s thermal properties �thermal conductivity k, heat capacity cp,
and density ��. The periodic temperature variation in the top layer
T1,� results in a periodic change in the reflectivity of the surface
R� due to the temperature dependence of reflectivity. The coeffi-
cient of thermoreflectance, ��	probe�, defined as ��	probe�
= �1 /R0�	probe���dR�	probe� /dT�, quantifies the change in reflectiv-
ity as a function of temperature, where R0�	probe� is the nominal
reflectivity of the surface at the probe wavelength. Note that
��	probe� depends strongly on both the choice of sample material
and the probe wavelength.

Hence, the periodic reflectivity variation is written in terms of
the periodic temperature variation T1,� as

R� = ��	probe�R0�	probe�T1,� �1�
When the probe beam is reflected from the surface, it will pick up
a small periodic signal due to R�.

Isignal,� = IprobeR� �2�

The amplitude of Isignal,� is sensitive to instabilities in the probe
laser power so we instead monitor the phase of Isignal,� relative to
the pump Ipump,�; this phase difference is directly related to the
thermal conductivity of the sample. The postsample beams are
reflected back through the beam-splitter and then through a
635 nm bandpass filter so that only the probe beam reaches pho-
todiode A. The phase of the voltage signal from photodiode
A is measured using a lock-in amplifier �SR830 Stanford
Research Systems� and is mathematically defined as 
signal
= tan−1�Im�Isignal,�� /Re�Isignal,���.

The local steady state temperature rise of the sample can be
estimated as �Tavg=Qavg / �2�2�rspotk�, where Qavg is the time-
averaged laser power absorbed by the sample �10�, for example,
for a typical Si sample with k=137 W /m K, rspot=9.6 �m, and
Qavg=50 mW, and has �Tavg=7.6 K. Caution should be taken to
minimize �Tavg for low thermal conductivity samples by using
low pump laser power or low duty-cycle periodic modulation that
result in low Qavg. For the room temperature validation results
presented here, �Tavg was maintained below 10 K.

3 Signal to Noise Ratio Considerations
Although the exact amplitude of Isignal,� is not used by

FAFDTR, its order of magnitude is important for achieving ad-
equate SNRs. Favorable SNRs result from optimizing FAFDTR’s
signal strength and rejecting noise. Higher magnification lenses
give FAFDTR higher SNRs because the same power focused into

a smaller spot that generates higher heat flux and increased am-
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litudes of T1,� and Isignal,�. In particular, higher magnification can
e used to improve the SNR of high conductivity samples, where
he amplitude of T1,� is small because it is inversely proportional
o k �as later demonstrated mathematically by Eqs. �6� and �7��.

FAFDTR’s signal amplitude can be further optimized by proper
election of the pump wavelength 	pump, probe wavelength 	probe,
nd surface coating. The observed periodic signal intensity Isignal,�
s related to T1,� by combining Eqs. �1� and �2�,

Isignal,� = IprobeR0�	probe���	probe�T1,� �3�

here the expression for R� was substituted from Eq. �1�. The
mplitude of T1,� is proportional to the periodic heat flux ab-
orbed by the sample Ipump,�A0�	pump�, where A0 is the nominal
bsorptivity of the sample. The complete expression describing
he signal strength in terms of wavelength dependant optical prop-
rties is

Isignal,� � IprobeR0�	probe���	probe�Ipump,�A0�	pump� �4�

igh � is sought by optimizing the choice of 	probe for a given test
aterial, but for similar pump and probe wavelengths, absorptiv-

ty and reflectivity are related by A0�	pump��1−R0�	probe�; their
roduct is maximized when both equal 0.5. If the wavelengths of
he pump and probe beams differ significantly, then R0 and A can
e independently maximized. Niobium adheres well to most
ample surfaces and has optimal characteristics for our wave-
engths: � peaked near the probe wavelength of 635 nm ���1

10−3 K−1 �24��, and the product of R0�	probe�A0�	pump� nearly
aximized. For our samples, an optically thick 100 nm niobium
lm was deposited from a 99.99% niobium wire at a pressure of
2�10−6 torr, with argon flow, sample chilled to 288 K, and a

eposition rate of �1 Å /s using an Edwards Auto dc Sputter
oater. The niobium thickness was measured directly using a con-

act profilometer with an experimental error of �1 nm. This film
as little effect on thermal response over our frequency range, but
aximizes Isignal,� based on Eq. �4�.
A common mode rejection scheme was employed to reject

oise inherent to the probe laser by subtracting the presample
robe beam from the postsample probe beam. When measured by
lock-in amplifier, the presample probe beam �photodiode B�

ontains substantial noise at the pump’s modulation frequency.
ince this noise originates in the probe laser diode, it is present in
oth pre and postsample beams. It is rejected by subtracting the
resample signal �photodiode B� from the postsample signal �pho-
odiode A�. The periodic voltage signals from photodiodes A and
,

VA,� = Vsignal sin��t + 
thermal signal + 
pump laser + 
PD-A�

+ Vprobe noise-A sin��t + 
probe noise + 
PD-A�VB,�

= Vprobe noise-B sin��t + 
probe noise + 
PD-B� �5�

nclude phase lag from the following sources: �i� the thermal sig-
al itself, �ii� pump laser response, �iii� PD response, and �iv�
robe laser noise. Subtraction of the signals is performed using
he SR830 lock-in amplifier’s A-B setting �VA,�−VB,��. The A-B
etting uses a low-noise differential amplifier to subtract input B
rom input A before passing the signal to the phase sensitive de-
ector. Complete rejection requires that the observed noise inten-
ity is equal at both photodiodes, and that both photodiodes have
ell matched responsivity �Vnoise-A=Vnoise-B� and response times


PD-A=
PD-B� in the frequency range of interest. A variable neu-
ral density filter, placed in front of photodiode B, was adjusted
ntil Vnoise-A=Vnoise-B. Response times of our photodiodes �Thor-
abs PDA36A�, which have a bandwidth of 17 MHz, maintain

PD-A−
PD-B1 deg for the applicable frequency range �10 Hz–
00 kHz�. To isolate 
signal, we made separate measurements of
he pump beam to identify 
PD-A+
laser, and subtracted it from
he total phase observed by A-B. Our signal to noise ratio im-

roved by an order of magnitude due to this rejection.

ournal of Heat Transfer
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4 Frequency Domain Thermal Response of the Sample
An analytical expression for the frequency domain temperature

response of a multilayered structure, subjected to periodic surface
heating by Gaussian laser spot, was determined by Cahill �10�
using the iterative algorithm of Feldman �25�. When probed by
Gaussian laser spot of equal radius, the weighted average periodic
temperature change is

T̄1,� = 2�QPer�
0

�

G�s�exp�− �2s22rspot
2 �sds �6�

where G�s� for a single layered sample is defined as

G�s�1-layer =
1

k�4�2s2 + i�/��1/2 �7�

Expressions for a multilayered sample are given by Eqs. �14�–�18�
in Ref. �10�. FAFTDR phase data spanning a wide range of fre-
quencies were fitted using Eq. �6� by varying the thermal conduc-
tivity of the unknown layer until the least-squares regression was
minimized. Note that Cahill’s definition of spot size is based on
the 1 /e2 radius and is related to our spot size as rCahill=�2rspot,
resulting in a factor of 2 in the exponent of Eq. �6� and a factor of
�2 in the expression for �Tavg.

The frequency domain response can be qualitatively understood
using simple analytical expressions for planar heating with 1D
heat flow, and point heating with 3D heat flow in a single layer
semi-infinite solid. For planar heating with incident heat flux
q��z=0�=qPer exp�i�t�, the one-dimensional heat conduction
equation in Cartesian coordinates can be analytically solved to
yield the temperature at the surface,

Tplanar,��z = 0� =
qPer

�k�cp�
exp�i��t − �/4�� �8�

where the amplitude of the surface temperature is inversely pro-
portional to ��, and its phase lags the incident heat flux by � /4
�45 deg�. In contrast, for point heating with incident power
Q��r=0�=QPer exp�i�t�, the heat conduction equation in spheri-
cal coordinates can be analytically solved to yield the 3D tempera-
ture distribution near to the heating point,

Tpoint,��r → 0� =
QPer

2�kr
exp�i�t� �9�

where the amplitude is independent of � and the phase is synchro-
nous with the incident heat flux.

For our finite spot size, the phase lag of the temperature relative
to the heat flux is between 0 deg and 45 deg. The precise value of
the phase lag depends on the characteristic length scale of the
thermal wave, which decays exponentially into the solid. This
length scale, known as the thermal penetration depth, is defined as

Lp = �2�/� �10�

and is inversely proportional to �. The ratio of Lp and rspot deter-
mines whether the isotherms are relatively planar or are more
spherical. If rspot�Lp, the isotherms within the substrate are more
spherical, the surface phase lag is �0 deg, and Eq. �6� simplifies
to Eq. �9� for point heating. Alternatively, if rspot�Lp, the iso-
therms within the substrate are relatively planar, the surface phase
lag is �45 deg, and Eq. �6� simplifies to Eq. �8� for planar heat-
ing. As the heating frequency is increased, Lp decreases while rspot
remains constant, resulting in increasing phase lag. Materials with
high k will have larger Lp and therefore smaller phase lags over a
given frequency range than materials with low k. Experimentally,
it is important to choose the frequency range, based on a compari-
son of Lp and rspot, so that the phase will transition between 0 deg
and 45 deg �in some cases �e.g., Si�, the 100 kHz frequency limit
of our lock-in amplifier made it experimentally impossible to

sample the upper phase range�.
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Validation of FAFDTR with Bulk and Thin Film
eference Samples
Bulk samples �i.e., having thicknesses much greater than Lp� of

morphous silicon dioxide SiO2, Sr0.03La0.97TiO3 �SLTO�, and
ingle-crystal silicon �Si� coated with 100 nm thick Nb films were
easured. Data and fits of phase lag, based on Eq. �6� with best
atched ksub, are shown in Fig. 2�a�. As anticipated, the phase lag

ncreases asymptotically to 45 deg as frequency is increased. The
xtracted values of ksub are compared with reference values in
able 1; the reported uncertainties are discussed in the uncertainty
nalysis section. Measured values of rspot and literature values of
he specific heat and density of our samples �26� were assumed as
xed inputs to the model, and are listed in Table 1. In most cases,

he interface resistance between the Nb film and the bulk sample
s expected to be negligibly small. One exception is the Si sub-
trate; the thin native SiO2 layer ��1 nm� between the Nb film
nd our Si reference samples resulted in a well studied thermal
esistance at the interface between Si and SiO2 �27–29�. For ther-
ally grown SiO2, an interface conductance of hint
30 MW /m2 K has been recently reported �28,29� and was as-

Fig. 2 FAFDTR data, fits, and comparison to reference sam
and the applied heat flux for bulk samples; solid lines show
data and best fit for thin film samples. „c… Comparison betwe
reference thermal conductivity of our samples „kref…. A linear
is accurate for measurement of kÈ0.1–100 W/m K. „d… FA
samples is demonstrated by comparing the reference ther
thermal conductance „hFAFDTR=kFAFDTR/Lfilm…. A linear fit to
accurate for measurement of hfilmÈ0.1–35 W/m K.
umed here.

81601-4 / Vol. 133, AUGUST 2011
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FAFDTR was also validated against four thin films on Si sub-
strates. Samples included thermally grown SiO2 films of 40n m
and 100 nm, a 600 nm parylene film, and a 1.6 �m poly-3-
hexylthiophene �P3HT� film. The SiO2 films were measured using
a NanoSpec film thickness measurement system. The parylene
was deposited using a PDS 2010 Labcoter 2 made by Specialty
Coating Systems. The deposition process evaporates a precursor
that is pyrolized leaving parylene-n deposited on the surface. The
P3HT was purchased from Sigma Aldrich, dissolved in chloro-
form, and dropcast onto the sample surface following the prepa-
ration from �30�. The thicknesses of parylene and P3HT films
were measured directly using a contact profilometer with experi-
mental error of �1 nm.

FAFDTR data and fits of phase lag, based on Eq. �6� with best
matched kfilm, are shown in Fig. 2�b� for all films. The extracted
values of kfilm are compared with reference values in Table 1. For
the SiO2 films, an interface conductance of hint�30 MW /m2 K
was again used. For the polymer films, the interface conductance
is much higher than the film conductance and hence did not sen-
sitively influence evaluation of the film properties.

s. „a… Measured phase lag between the surface temperature
best fit of the model to the experimental data. „b… Phase lag

thermal conductivity measured by FAFDTR „kFAFDTR… and the
to these points has a slope of 1.02, indicating that FAFDTR
R’s ability to measure high thermal conductance thin film

l conductance „href=kref /Lfilm… to the FAFDTR prediction of
se points has a slope of 1.02, indicating that FAFDTR is
ple
the
en
fit

FDT
ma
the
For k spanning three orders of magnitude, FAFDTR’s estimate
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kFAFDTR� is in agreement with the reference �kref�. These results
re summarized in Fig. 2�c�; kFAFDTR is plotted against kref, and
he data fall on the line with slope equals unity. Figure 2�d� com-
ares hFAFDTR=kFAFDTR /Lfilm to href=kref /Lfilm to demonstrate
AFDTR’s utility in evaluating thin film or interface conductances
n excess of 30 MW /m2 K.

Uncertainty Analysis
An uncertainty analysis was performed to evaluate the uncer-

ainty in FAFDTR’s prediction of thermal conductivity and as
uidance to further applications of FAFDTR. Uncertainties of 10–
5% were typical for our samples. Comparable uncertainties are
ypical of 3-omega and TDTR �31�, making FAFDTR an attrac-
ive alternative given its simplicity and range. The dominant
ource of uncertainty was the size of the applied hot spot rspot, as
e explain next.
The uncertainty �ki in FAFDTR’s evaluation of thermal con-

uctivity ki of layer i was estimated from the uncertainties in the
odeling parameters j:

�ki =�	
j

��ki
j�2 �ki

j =
�ki

� j
�j

j = rspot,Lfilm,cp,film,�film,cp,sub,�sub,hint,kj�i �11�

here kj�i implies that we consider uncertainty in the thermal
onductivity of the substrate when determining the thermal con-
uctivity of the film and vice versa. Since the pump and probe
eams are concentric, the uncertainty due to misalignment of the
pots is considered negligible. The uncertainty in ki due to a single

able 1 Comparison of FAFDTR with reference samples. Therm
nce thermal conductivities. The reported uncertainty in kFAFD
ncertainties in the modeling parameters.

ample

Thermal cond

kFAFDTR
�W /m K�

ulk Bulk SiO2 1.32�0.18
Sr0.03La0.97TiO3 11.6�1.3

Si 137�18

hin film �Si substrate� 600�6 nm parylene 0.13�0.003
1600�12 nm P3HT 0.17�0.004

40�1 nm thermal SiO2 1.37�0.42
100�1 nm thermal SiO2 1.29�0.21

Interface thermal conductance of 100�30 MW /m2 K was assumed between Nb coa
lays a limited roll as kFAFDTR was insensitive to its value, as shown in Table 2.
Interface thermal conductance of 30�10 MW /m2 K was assumed between Si and

Table 2 Sensitivity analysis. The percent cha
fied modeling parameters. For example, for
results in a 0.28% change in kFAFDTR, the ext
general, kFAFDTR is most sensitive to uncertain
other sensitive parameters subject to the spec
sample.

Sample

Bulk Bulk SiO2

Sr0.03La0.97TiO3
Si

Thin film �Si substrate� 600�6 nm parylene
1600�12 nm P3HT

40�1 nm thermal SiO2

100�1 nm thermal SiO2
ournal of Heat Transfer
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input parameter is �ki
j and depends on the sensitivity of ki to that

parameter �ki /�j, as well as the uncertainty in that parameter �j.
Numerically, we evaluate �ki using the following three step pro-
cedure: �1� use least-squares regression to determine ki providing
the best match between the phase angle of T1,� and 
signal data,
given nominal values of the modeling parameters; �2� perturb one
modeling parameter j by a quantity �j �its uncertainty� and repeat
step 1 to determine the difference in ki that results from a known
change to j, i.e., �ki

j; �3� repeat steps 1 and 2 to determine all �ki
j

and take the square root of the sum of squares to evaluate the total
uncertainty in �ki. This procedure automatically incorporates un-
certainty due to random noise in the phase data or inaccuracy of
fit. For the validation samples, our reported uncertainty in k is
based on estimated uncertainties in rspot and hint from Table 1, as
well as 1% uncertainties in the values of Lfilm, cp,film, �film, cp,sub,
�sub, and kj�i. For bulk samples, our uncertainty is less than 14%,
which is comparable to the uncertainty of TDTR and 3�.

A sensitivity analysis clarifies the sources of uncertainty in
FAFDTR’s predictions of thermal conductivity. The sensitivity is
quantified as the percent change in ki due to 1% change in the
parameter j, and was calculated using steps 1 and 2 of the proce-
dure listed above �with �j / j=0.01 ). Table 2 lists the sensitivities
and shows that in general ki is most sensitive to rspot, which is
itself a relatively difficult parameter to measure precisely. Al-
though rspot is the dominant source of uncertainty in ki, caution
must be taken to identify other sensitive parameters subject to the
specifics of the measurement setup and unknown sample. For ex-
ample, Table 2 also shows that very thin films are highly sensitive
to the substrate thermal conductivity.

conductivities measured by FAFDTR are compared with refer-
derived in the uncertainty analysis, results from the reported

ivity Modeling parameters

eference
/m K�

rspot
��m�

�
�kg /m3�

cp
�J /kg K�

hint
�MW /m2 K�

3 �32� 26.0�1.3 �20�� 2220�22 745�7 100�30 a

.5 �33� 9.6�0.5 �50�� 5130�51 546�5 100�30 a

2 �34� 9.6�0.5 �50�� 2330�23 712�7 30�10 b

3 �35� 56.0�3 �10�� 1300�13 1700�17 100�30 a

0.17 56.0�3 �10�� 1330�13 1200�12 100�30 a

3 �32� 9.6�0.5 �50�� 2220�22 745�7 30�10 b

3 �32� 9.6�0.5 �50�� 2220�22 745�7 30�10 b

or thin film and substrate. This value is typical of metal-insulator interfaces �36� but

ive or thermally grown SiO2 layer �28,29�.

e in kFAFDTR due to a 1% change in the speci-
k SiO2, a 1% change in the value of kNb film
ted thermal conductivity of the bulk SiO2. In
in rspot, but caution must be taken to identify
s of the measurement setup and the unknown

Nb film kSi sub bfilm rspot � cp hint

0.28 — 0.18 2.75 0.88 0.88 0.27
0.1 — 0.01 2.09 0.69 0.69 0.01
0.05 — 0.06 1.44 0.49 0.49 0.46

— 0.05 2.1 0.02 1.09 1.09 0.01
— 0.05 2.09 0.04 1.08 1.08 0.01
— 3.8 0.93 4.86 0.07 0.07 1.22
— 2.29 0.85 2.87 0.14 0.14 0.44
al
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As a guidance to minimize uncertainty for future applications
f FAFDTR to thin film measurements, we have performed a
arametric study to quantify the sensitivity of kfilm to rspot, for a
ange of kfilm and rspot. The following three cases were considered:
a� a silicon substrate with a 1 �m film, �b� a silicon substrate
ith 100 nm film, and �c� a SiO2 substrate with a 1 �m film. The
ncertainty in kfilm was determined by �1� calculating 
signal over
range of frequencies for a nominal combination of rspot and kfilm;

2� perturbing rspot by 1% and then calculating the compensating
hange in kfilm required to fit 
signal from step 1, and �3� repeating
or each combination of rspot and kfilm. The results are summarized
s contour plots as a function of rspot and kfilm in Fig. 3, where
ubplots a–c correspond to cases a–c. Using case �a� as an ex-
mple, the contours can be interpreted as follows: for rspot of
0 �m and kfilm of 10 W /m K, there will be a �3% uncertainty
n kfilm, given a 1% uncertainty in rspot. The primary trend, shown
y the contour plots, is that the sensitivity of kfilm to uncertainty in
spot increases dramatically when kfilm and ksub are similar. A sec-
ndary trend is that increased film thickness reduces the sensitiv-
ty of kfilm to uncertainty in rspot. The contours are roughly inde-
endent of the nominal value of rspot. Hence, for accurate
haracterization of kfilm, thick films and substrates with high ther-
al conductivity contrast between film and substrate are recom-
ended.

Conclusions
We have developed a noncontact optical technique for measure-
ent of thermal conductivity in thin films and bulk samples. The

echnique uses fiber aligned diode lasers to pump and probe tem-
erature changes at the sample surface. Fiber alignment eliminates
ncertainty due to pump-probe misalignment, and the complexity
eeded to otherwise overcome it. Phase lag of temperature �rela-
ive to heat flux�, instead of amplitude, is monitored for thermal
onductivity prediction because it is insensitive to the sample’s
ptical properties or variations in laser intensity that otherwise
dd uncertainty. We have validated FAFDTR for thermal conduc-
ivities spanning three orders of magnitude �0.1–100 W /m K�,
nd thin film thermal conductances greater than 30 MW /m2 K.
ncertainties of 10–15% were typical and are dominated by un-

ertainties in determining the laser heating spot size. A parametric
tudy of sensitivity for thin film samples shows that high thermal
onductivity contrast between film and substrate is essential for

Fig. 3 Sensitivity of FAFDTR to uncertainty in heating spot
percent uncertainty in kfilm due to a 1% uncertainty in rspo
uncertainty are labeled. Using case „a… as an example, the c
kfilm of 10 W/m2-K, there will be an È3% uncertainty in kfilm
the thermal conductivities of the film and substrate are sim
aking accurate measurements.
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Nomenclature
A0 � nominal absorptivity
b � thickness �m�

cp � specific heat �J /kg K�
h � thermal conductance �W /m2 K�
I � optical signal �W�
k � thermal conductivity �W /m K�

Lp � thermal penetration depth �m�
Q � absorbed laser power �W�
q � heat flux �W /m2�
r � radial position from center of spot �m�

rspot � laser spot radius �m�
R0 � nominal reflectivity

s � Integration variable for Eq. �6�
t � time �s�

T � temperature �K�
V � voltage signal �V�
z � axial position from sample surface �m�
� � thermal diffusivity �m2 /s�
� � coefficient of thermoreflectance �K−1�

 � phase lag �deg�
	 � wavelength �m�
� � density �kg /m3�
� � frequency �rads/s�
� � normalized radial distribution �m−2�

Subscripts
avg � amplitude of a constant signal

FAFDTR � FAFDTR prediction
film � thin film

i � layer index �i=1,2 ,3�, where layer 1 is the Nb
film

int � interface
j � modeling parameter index for uncertainty

analysis
Nb � niobium
per � amplitude of a periodic signal
ref � reference value

ius for thin film samples. Subplots „a…–„c… correspond to the
r cases „a…–„c… discussed in the text. Contours of percent
tours can be interpreted as follows: For rspot of 10 �m and
ven a 1% uncertainty in rspot. High uncertainty results when
.

rad
t fo
on

, gi
sub � substrate
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